
Our company is looking to fill the role of senior analyst, advanced analytics. If you
are looking for an exciting place to work, please take a look at the list of
qualifications below.

Responsibilities for senior analyst, advanced analytics

Develops models and tools that help maximize quality outcomes
Develops templates and tools to assess financial outcomes of programs and
quality outcomes/performance
Drive the build of data modelling solutions to meet business requirements
Seek insights into new opportunities to drive business value from our Data
Estates & toolkit to create a competitive advantage for LGI
Advises on suitable approach, measures and objectives for all predictive and
descriptive statistical models
Responsible for the contribution to the development predictive and
descriptive statistical models
Support the business is creating value by leveraging existing data assets to
drive commercially-focused decisions (analytics, campaigns, reporting, ) in
accordance with our data principles
Takes the lead in evaluating complex business requirements for operational
and analytics considerations, working collaboratively across Claims to
understand the big picture and incorporate ideas from others groups about
implementation, success measures
Maintain a high level of organizational and operational awareness
Use SAS Enterprise Miner as a primary tool to build predictive models KXEN,
R, SAS Factory Miner and SAS Visual Statistics

Qualifications for senior analyst, advanced analytics

Example of Senior Analyst, Advanced Analytics Job
Description
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Strong written and verbal communication skills, ability to present technical
concepts to non-technical individuals within and outside the organization
Minimum 5 years of experience in data analytics, data science, Big Data, GPS,
Location Based Services, Location Based Insights or similar, with data-
intensive industries, such as companies generating revenue through statistics,
data analytics or data insights
Experience in data analysis and modelling at retail, transport or consulting
equivalent
SQL (in Big Data context), geographic information systems, other data with
spatial reference
Microsoft PowerPoint, Excel, Word


